
CI3T School Wide Reinforcers at the Middle 
School Level 
I am Laura Leonard and I'm at __________ and one of the ways that we reinforce students is with 

Stompedes. Our building expectations fill out 'STOMP' self-control, trustworthy, optimistic, motivated, 

and prepared and with that acronym we have full building assemblies that we call Stompedes because I 

really wanted a way to use the phrase Stompedes and we have one. So we provide students with an 

opportunity to socialize and relax and hang out and the structure the kids created was to basically have 

a whole bunch of choice activities and so we have open gym and we have a movie that they get to vote 

on the we provide them with snacks and they have craft time, and video game time. So we have 

everyone who is eligible come into one centralized location in our building they can do for activity to 

activity and they do their thing, they hang out with friends and they have a great time. In  general kids 

really like Stompedes the biggest complaint is that my friends didn't make the right choice  and so they 

are in class  and they aren't with me and so I'm sad that my friends are here and I'm going to help them 

do our homework so that they have the grades to make it next time. So we hand out mustang money for 

our Ci3T tickets and we have a school store that is open during lunch Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 

for all grade levels. They have their lunch period to come out and shop and so that is one way in which 

we do it. We also have our classroom teachers are really great about finding different ways to make use 

of tickets within their classrooms especially eighth grade. Our eighth-grade students tend to not want 

the tangibles, they want to do large group social activities and so they are buying pack time really in 

their classrooms. A lot of our eighth grade teachers or a lot of our teachers in general but a lot of our 8th 

grade teachers in particular have different ways for them to buy into large class activities and so they 

will they get it’s kind of different in every classroom. So it's the teachers able to modify but they have 

you know great big class operations were you know everyone can bring in snacks and they watch a 

movie and you could have cozies bring in a stuff animal if you really want and you get to spend your 

entire day with it. This is what we choose to do with this We have other teachers who are letting 

students buy lunch passes to go and watch like Myth busters their classroom during lunch and it so 

there's a lot of different ways that we have been able to... our teachers are really embrace the tickets 

and found ways to get incentives that maybe we aren't able to do for the entire building the biggest 

want to do within their classrooms but the kids are really enjoying.  


